
SUBMISSION TO THE PAC BY DOMINIC ALECCI:    UNFAIR & DESTRUCTIVE INCREASES IN ACT LAND TAX & RATES 

1. Since the ACT Barr Labor government changed the formula which calculates Land Tax and Rates, Land Tax on units
increased from (an average) $550 to $2100 per year and Rates increased from (an average) $550 to $1550 per year.

2. In response to complaints from people who felt cheated after investing their savings in ACT units prior to the formula
change, Mr Barr’s office admitted it had manipulated the ‘Total Unimproved Value of Land’  formula to force all ACT unit
owners to pay higher Land Tax and Rates.  This manipulation allows Labor to unconscionably inflate the value of an
average $350,000 unit grossly beyond its market value so that huge rises in Land Tax (in particular) and Rates can be
imposed.  That same average unit calculated on the NSW formula would attract ZERO Land Tax and, it would have to
be inflated in value to about $700,000 to attract the same Land Tax that the Barr government now imposes on it.

3. Mr Barr’s office claims that the new formula ensures that unit investors pay their ‘fair share’ for ACT services.  In
truth, the new formula forces everyone who rents out their ACT unit pay at least (an average) $2100 more per year for
ACT services than over 90% of all other ACT residents, and (an average) $3650 more per year for ACT services than every
ACT resident who rents.  This is grossly unfair, especially to non-ACT residents who do not use ACT services, like me.

4. Labor also falsely claims the new formula would mean a ‘fairer’ tax system saving new purchasers on Stamp Duty, but
refuses to refund any of the full Stamp Duty that investors have already paid, further punishing them.  Moreover,
Labor makes other deceptive ‘fairness’ claims by understating the increases involved by as much as $2500 per year.

5. Mr Barr’s office also claims that the main purpose of the new formula was ‘to make unit investors pay Land Tax and
Rates equal to house investors’.  This violates the very purpose and spirit of Land Tax.  Throughout Australia house
investors have always paid more Land Tax because they have certain inherent rights which unit investors do not
have.  Such rights being:  (1) to have their land in entirety;  (2) to use their land as they see fit;  (3) to subdivide their
land;  (4) to build on their land;  (5) to develop their land;  and,  (6) to NOT have to pay costs such as Strata Levies.

6. Furthermore, the Barr office indicated its displeasure with the way the ACT was allocated Federal funds and, implied
that the new formula was a way to remedy that situation.   Any circumvention of the Constitution for financial
taxation gain is in itself implicitly in breach of the Constitution  (Section 96 et al).

7. LABOR’S  NEW  ASSESSMENT  FORMULA  DELIBERATELY  TARGETS  THE  ACT  UNIT  MARKET  FOR  DESTRUCTION.    Consequently, ACT
unit devaluation is unparalleled in Australia.   Capital gain is dead.   The ACT unit market is poison to investors, which
is bad for all owners.  And, market recovery is unlikely as Labor has indicated it will punish unit owners even further.

8. These massive Barr government increases are too high to absorb or to pass on to tenants.  ACT unit investors must
consider selling in a ‘Barr government decimated’ unit market, further crystallising our losses.  The savings, the incomes
and, even the superannuation of small investors, who purchased ACT units in good faith, have been retrospectively
and reprehensibly destroyed by the Barr government’s greedy money grab.

9. Every fact and figure herein was put to Mr Barr.  He refused to address anything.  One response from him said Labor
had no intention of reversing its action and that it would not enter into any further correspondence on the matter.

10. Throughout Australia, governments have the right to justify and impose Land Tax on the basis ‘that the investor has a

viable and profitable asset, with the most important benefit being Capital Gain’.   The Barr government has destroyed
that viable asset for all ACT unit investors, hence losing it the only basis that gave it the right to collect Land Tax from
unit investors in the first place.  Consequently, Labor’s continual collection of Land Tax from unit investors is:
UNJUSTIFIED,  UNCONSCIONABLE,  UN-CONSTITUTIONAL,  AND  POSSIBLY  ILLEGAL.

11. Therefore, it is incumbent on the Barr government:

(1) To immediately cease its collection of Land Tax on all ACT units.
(2) To compensate investors for monies already unjustly collected since its new unfair assessment formula.
(3) To compensate unit investors/owners for the savings, incomes and Capital Gains it has destroyed.

12. The Labor government’s behaviour in this matter has been disgraceful.  If it maintains its resolve to refuse to
undertake any of the above incumbent duties, A ROYAL COMMISSION IS WARRANTED AND SHOULD BE SOUGHT.
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